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Abstract
The concept of the “Southern European Diagonal” was developed by the Fundacion Metropoli, Madrid, in
cooperation with the mayors of key participant cities from six countries. This action research contributed to a
vision of the future role of southern Europe and its position in the process of globalisation. It aimed to
strengthen interaction between key cities by sharing knowledge on their specific assets and cooperating on
their common challenges.
The project applied two instruments developed by the Fundacion: the ProyectoCities methodology involving
key stakeholders of the participating cities to identify the ʻDNAʼ of their cities, and ʻAgencies Zeroʼ, innovative
implementation institutions, comprising key protagonists from the public, private and social sectors to
transform the spatial development vision into realisable projects.
Content
The presentation dealt with mega-structures, communalities, spatial layers, methodology, five diagonal cities,
decision making and bottom-up alternatives.
Mega-structures, communalities and spatial layers
The idea of mega-structures is not new. The United States had devised a mega-development region ranging
from Boston to Washington already in the nineteen seventies. At present the USA have ten mega-regions
which are growing faster than the rest of the country.
Roger Brunet devised the idea of the ʻblue bananaʼ to warn the French government that Paris could be left
out of the European development dynamic which stretched from the north west, London, Benelux, Cologne,
Frankfurt, Stuttgart to Milan. The banana evolved into the European pentagon which included Paris and was
considered as the only meta-region capable of global competitiveness in Europe. At the time when economic
growth of southern Europe was double that of the north, the Fundacion Metropoli initiated some action
research on spatial development policy to explore how that dynamic could be accelerated and harnessed by
the region and its key cities.

blue banana - pentagon - historic linkages (concept Judith Ryser)
The motivation behind establishing meta-regional spatial development strategies was to build on the
communalities of the ʻsouthern European diagonalʼ region, warm climate, café society, cultural history, etc,
as well as on cooperation on common challenges such as drought, desertification, immigration.
The approach was to operate across different physical scales, ranging from the meta-region, to polycentric
urban ʻdiamondsʼ, metropolitan areas, cities and neighbourhoods. The mayors and/or key stakeholder
entrepreneurs of five key cities, Lisbon, Madrid, Barcelona, Marseille and Milan, as well as Casablanca
agreed to cooperate in this action research.
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Layers
The European diagonal is branching out to Latin America and the Mediterranean basin on the one hand, and
can be sub-structured into urban ʻdiamondsʼ, which consist of the key cities and a polycentric network of
regional cities of different sizes and complementary specificities. In turn development strategies such as ecoboulevards, clusters of innovation, centres of excellence, etc are identified at a local scale and used as
acupuncture points of developments which are networked with each other. This allows for flexible and
incremental development action and pace with constant interaction with the wider context.

European Diagonal diagram (Penn University) - Diagonal and urban ʻdiamondsʼ (Fundacion Metropoli)
Methodology
The Fundaction Metropoli was the knowledge partner and contributed an analytical methodology,
ʻProyectoCitiesʼ conceived with the University of Pennsylvania. It consists of two parts: the urban profile
(quantitative) and the city forum (qualitative) which identify the ʻDNAʼ of cities or urban regions. Based on
their components of excellence as basis for development priorities devised by the decision makers. Agencies
zero are complementary part of this methodology, which is an institutional innovation needed to guarantee
implementation.

Proyecto Cities methodology - Matrices of components of excellence (top) and priorities (bottom)
Five key ʻdiagonalʼ cities
Each city has its own specificity and related knowledge base which it shares with the others. Lisbon held the
world exhibition in 1998; Madrid tunnelling the inner ring and Olympic game bid 2012 – 2016 and created the
urban park on the Manzanares river; Barcelona held 1992 Olympic games, Fifa world football cup 1982,
world social forum 2004, mobile world congress 2013; Marseille waterfront development and multimedia
innovation hub, world water forum 2012; Milan world expos, next 2015 energy for life.

Lisbon expo 1998 – Madrid Olympic games 2012, 2016
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Barcelona @22 – Marseille waterfront

Milan ʻGreen Wheelʼ development plan – new world fair area on fringe of city (2015)
Innovative decision making methodology
What can be learnt from the Southern European Diagonal spatial strategy is that plans alone are no
guarantee the any implementation will follow. For that reason the team has developed the concept of ʻagency
zeroʼ which are tailor made institutions to suit the location, the time as well as the socio-economic context
and create a bridge between spatial planning and project implementation. Agencies zero are innovative
institutions bringing together the key decision makers and stakeholders of a city or a city region, often in
cooperation with national and/or regional public institutions which can guarantee political commitment and
contribute resources, as well as administrative agencies with longer lifespans, such as regional development
arms of public adminstrations, etc, together with appropriate agencies from the private and/or the social
sector.

Bottom up alternatives
All these outcomes of applies spatial policy research tend to emanate from a top-down process,
notwithstanding the urban forum which can include interested parties from civil society. Nevertheless, both
planning blight and potential displacement of existing people and activities give rise to alternative initiatives
and resistance to potential exclusion through gentrification of areas inhabited by existing populations and
workplaces.
Quartiere Isola,
Milan
Belle de Mai,
Marseille
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